TASKING

251/USB Quick Start

Welcome
Welcome to the TASKING software evaluation tools for the 251 and 8x930 USB. The evaluation software
consists of EDE, our MS-Windows based Embedded Development Environment, editor, the Power C compiler,
assembler, linker/locator, and the CrossView Pro simulator and ROM monitor debugger. You can get up and
running with the tools very quickly by following the Quick Start instructions below. The software can be used
for any member of the 251 family, including the 8x930 USB peripheral controller. You will be able to compile,
assemble and link programs, produce ROMable code and run it on CrossView Pro. In order to use CrossView
Pro ROM, you will need a target board running the RISM ROM monitor. All Intel boards come with RISM
inside an EPROM. TASKING has ported RISM to the Temic and Keil board. Preconfigured examples are
delivered for:
CrossView Pro Execution Environment
Simulator
Intel 8x930 USB Evaluation Board
Intel 151/251 Evaluation Board
Intel 251 ProjectBuilder Board (old)
Temic 251A1/G1 Evaluation Board
Keil MCB251 Evaluation Board
Simulator
Simulator

Example
Demo C program
Demo C program
Demo C program
Demo C program
Demo C program
Demo C program
Sieve C benchmark
Assembly program

Project File for EDE
c:\d251\examples\demo\sim.pjt
c:\d251\examples\demo\usb.pjt
c:\d251\examples\demo\rism.pjt
c:\d251\examples\demo\rismpb.pjt
c:\d251\examples\demo\ri_temic.pjt
c:\d251\examples\demo\ri_temic.pjt
c:\d251\examples\sieve\sieve.pjt
c:\d251\examples\asm\asm.pjt

Table-1 Example Projects

Restrictions
The editor is a demo version and the compiler and assembler
support a limited number of symbols and operands. The linker
allows up to 3K of code size. CrossView also has some restrictions
including the About box popping up every 5 minutes. Please refer to
the Demo Limits help file for more details. Although these
restrictions do apply, we believe that the demo package is adequate
for you to be able to make a purchasing decision.

Installation
Start MS-Windows. Insert the 251/USB demo CD-ROM. For
Windows 3.1x, in the Program Manager select the File|Run...
menu item. For Windows 95, press the Start button and select the
Run... menu item. In the dialog box type D:\SETUP (where D: is
the drive letter of your CD-ROM player) and follow the instructions
on the screen. At the end of the installation procedure a Program
Group window will show up on the screen of your computer. It will
look like the one shown in figure-1. You will use the EDE icon the
most, since it presents you with a complete environment from where
you can invoke the manuals and the other tools.
Figure 1 Program Group
NOTE: When using Windows 95 you can create a shortcut on
your desktop by dragging the EDE icon to the desktop using the
right mouse button!
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Starting EDE
EDE is a standard Windows application which you can launch either by double-clicking the EDE icon in the
Program Group, or via the Start Menu when using Windows 95. Please note that the EDE on-line manual also
contains an extensive Getting Started with EDE chapter.

EDE Overview
EDE is an integrated embedded software development environment that combines a powerful editor with
project management and an automated make facility. After you invoke the EDE, the window shown in figure-2
will show up on your screen.

Figure 2 Embedded Development Environment
From this environment you can create and maintain projects, edit files, specify tool options, compile, assemble
and link your application, access on-line manuals and invoke the CrossView Pro debugger environment.

Project Management
EDE is more than a language sensitive editor. It is a complete
project environment which gives you direct access to the tools
and features you need to be your most productive. EDE lets you
define the files of your project and, by navigating through the
tabs, select the tool options that apply. With the EDE project
manager you create and maintain a project so your application is
always up-to-date. All aspects of a project are saved in the
project file: the source files that make up the application, the tool
options (compiler, assembler, linker and CrossView Pro
debugger), the tool directories and the options describing the
building process. The project manager handles file dependencies
as well as the exact sequence of operations required to build
your application.

Figure 3 Project Menu
© 1997 TASKING Inc.

There are a number of example demo project files included in the
package, as listed in table-1 on page 1. By rebuilding a
CrossView Pro demo you can verify the proper installation of the
software and confirm that you can compile, assemble, link and
debug an application. This tutorial will build the demo C
application for the 8x930 USB evaluation board, but the steps are
quite similar for the other execution environments. To switch
from the simulator execution environment, which is the default
project of the demo, to the 8x930 USB board, select USB.PJT
from the Project menu.
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Setting Processor Options
You can now edit the files belonging to the project. The files
DEMO.C and ADD251.SRC are automatically opened. To see
which files belong to the project, select the Project|Load
Files... menu item. The next step is to specify the options for
the Processor and the different parts of the toolchain.

Figure 4 EDE Options

Figure 5 CPU Execution Mode

The Processor Options allow you to
choose the execution mode of the CPU:
binary mode or source mode. Please note
that the factory setting of most boards
assumes binary mode. So you either
have to rebuild the application for binary
mode (select Binary Mode and click OK)
or set the board to run in source mode
(DIP switch MOD0 must be set to ‘on’

for Source Mode, ‘off’ for Binary Mode).
In the Memory tab of the Processor
Options you specify how the CPU is
configured with regards to internal
ROM/RAM as well as the external
memory interface (RD# and PSEN#
functions). For the 8x930 USB board, the
USB controller is a ROM-less part and
has 1K of internal RAM. The external
memory interface is configured for using
18 address lines (A0-A17), so the CPU
addresses 256KB as one linear space
from 0-3FFFFH. In the Linker Options
you can now specify the external ROM
and RAM areas within the 256KB range.
NOTE: When changing any
processor option the assembly system
startup code (LIB\START.SRC) must be
part of your project!
Figure 6 CPU Memory Settings
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Setting Development Tool Options
You can now specify the compiler and assembler options for your project. For example, the memory model to
be used and which optimizations must apply. The compiler and assembler option selection responds to the
active window. If the active window in EDE is e.g. a C source file, the compiler selection in the EDE menu
allows you to set options for that specific file or for all the C files in the project. The order in which you do so
is not important. Individual file options always prevail over project wide options. Every time you close the
option selection from the EDE menu a new build file (makefile) is generated.
There is also a Memory tab inside the
Linker Options dialog. This tab is very
important, since here you specify where
your external ROM and RAM areas are,
which memory areas must be reserved
and more. Figure 7 shows the settings for
the 8x930 USB evaluation board.
The 8x930 USB board has 128KB of
RAM for downloading application code
and data. The upper 128 KB of memory is
not used, except for the 32K EPROM
where RISM resides. RISM expects the
application and it’s interrupt vectors to
be located at 4000H. In this example we
have specified RAM in the lower 16KB
and the rest of the memory (112K) to be
used for downloading user code and
constant data. When using RISM you
must reserve memory from 20H to 3FH,
Figure 7 Memory Settings for the 8x930 USB board
since the ROM monitor uses this area.
For the same reason, the system startup
code must start to clear internal RAM at 40H (instead of 8H). For the 8x930 USB board the linker/locator must
also map all the segments of type CODE (8051 compatible 64KB code area) to page 0 (0-0FFFFH) instead of
page 0FFH (0FF0000H-0FFFFFFH), since RISM expects the user code to start in page 0. The last item to take
care of is the reset vector. RISM assumes the application’s reset vector is at 4000H instead of 0FF0000H, so
you must specify this to the linker/locator.

Building the Application
The next step is to compile and link the files in your project and build the
program so you can debug the application. First save any edited files and
then click on the ‘Rebuild’ button in the toolbar. EDE compiles and links your
project and creates an absolute object module called USB.ABS, ready for
debugging.

Figure 9 Error Messages
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Figure 8 Rebuild

The building process is logged in the Output Window. If error messages
occur, there is a button to browse through a list of error messages.
When you use the 'ERR' button the editor prompts you automatically to
the right position in the source file where the error has been detected.
You can inspect the resulting map file by opening USB.MAP in the
editor (File|Open…)
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Debugging the Application with CrossView Pro
In order to simulate code execution or download code to the evaluation board, you need to invoke the
CrossView Pro debugging environment. Before launching CrossView Pro you need to select the execution
environment: either the simulator or the ROM monitor. For the ROM monitor version you have to connect the
evaluation board to your PC and specify additional communications parameters. Select the EDE|CrossView
Pro Options... menu item in order to invoke the CrossView Pro Options dialog.

Figure 10 CrossView Pro Options
Connect the 8x930 USB evaluation board to the correct COM port of your PC and power on the board. Specify
a baudrate of 19200 when using the external serial port (UART), 9600 when using the internal serial port. After
having pressed the OK button, you can launch the CrossView debugger by clicking on the ‘Debug’ (flyswatter) button in the toolbar.

Loading the Application
CrossView Pro has now already loaded the application and downloaded the image to the board. Select the
File|Load Application menu item in order to invoke the Load Application dialog. In this dialog you
can specify an ‘Automatic Start’, ‘Target reset’ and ‘Goto main’ for subsequent debugging sessions.

Figure 11 Load Application
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Stepping Through
Now click on Run in the menu bar and select Program Reset. This resets the software and the board and
may take a few seconds. The reset empties the Source Window when it is in source display mode. At the reset
address there is only startup code that does not relate to C-source. One program step (Step button in the
toolbar) causes the program to execute the C-startup code, enter the main()function and fills the Source
Window.

Figure 12 CrossView Pro Desktop
Using the toolbar or the menu bar you can edit breakpoints, watch data, display the stack, simulate I/O and
much more. Please note that all the User Manuals are available as help files with hypertext links for easy
navigation and the EDE manual has an extensive Getting Started with EDE chapter guiding you through the
process of creating a new project.

Questions or Problems?
Depending on where you are located call one of the following numbers and tell customer support that you are
using the 251/8x930 USB demo version 2.0.
USA:
Europe:
Japan:

1-800-458-8276, fax 781 320 9212, e-mail: support_us@tasking.com
+31 33 455 85 84, fax +31 33 455 10 05, e-mail: support_nl@tasking.com
+81 3 3457 6831, fax +81 3 3457 6834, e-mail: support@tasking.co.jp

See us also at:
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